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result of the decrease in air volume during cooling) dominates
stiffness of the part [3], [4], [7] & [6]. The problem of
shrinkage could be overcome by adding tolerance to the mould
dimensions during the design of the mould. However, rapid
cooling can often lead to warping of the part. Thus, it is very
important to have control over the cooling rate. Warpage can
be classified depending upon the type of differential shrinkage,
namely 1) concave, 2) convex, and 3) irregular.

are given in table 1. Abaqus FE simulation tool is used for the
simulation of the process. The mould is assumed to be static
and the part wall has already formed. A fuel tank mould was
modeled with dimensions of 500x360x360 mm and thickness
of 4.5 mm as shown in figure 3.
Table 1. Thermo-mechanical properties of LDPE.
Thermo-mechanical properties
density
thermal conductivity

0.33 W/m.K

elastic modulus

500 MPa

Poisson’s ratio

0.46

specific heat

2640 N.m/Kg.K

thermal coefficient of expansion

Fig. 1. Types of warpage: a) concave b) convex and c) irregular [5].

Many researchers [3], [5], [7] & [8] have carried out an
experimental investigation to understand the warpage
occurrence. All these works are specific to the mould they used,
temperature conditions and the method to quantify the
deviation of the part from design dimensions. The mould starts
cooling from the external surface and the inner surface is
relatively cooling very slow. The consequence of this large
temperature gradient between part walls gives rise to residual
stresses in the part. Residual stresses induced in part wall due
to uncontrolled heat transfer producing shrinkage and warpage
in the parts. The reason is being non-homogeneous cooling of
polymer part initiates the gap between mould wall and part
except at corner surfaces. The formation of air gap cooling is
delayed furthermore because of the thermal inertia of air. As a
result, the moulded part is subjected to bending stress which
initiates warpage.
The cooling process nearly takes 70% of production time.
Even though it could be reduced significantly by using internal
air/water/mist and external water/mist spray. This process of
reducing cooling time by the above method is not acceptable at
the cost of final part quality. The controlled cooling rate is
essential in order to exploit faster cooling and ensure part
quality is not compromised. It is difficult to investigate thermal
parameters through experimental work that plays a critical role
in the warpage. Experimental results are limited and deeper
scientific understanding of process parameters is difficult. In
the available literature, no numerical model exists for
simulating shrinkage and warpage. In order to develop the
simulation model to predict shrinkage and warpage, it is
important to establish an empirical relationship between
cooling rate and shrinkage of the part. In this work the
shrinkage and warpage in the rotomoulded fuel tank is studied
numerically using the Abaqus CAE. Thermal coefficient data
obtained from cooling molten tank part simulation provided
necessary understanding required for shrinkage simulation.
2. Simulation Setup
The polymer used in the numerical study was low-density
polyethylene (LDPE). The thermal and mechanical properties

LDPE
934 Kg/m3

120x10-6/oK

A finite element thermal model of the molten tank is
generated using C3D4T-4 node thermally coupled tetrahedron
element to mesh. In this study, the heat rejection from the sides
of part wall surfaces is mainly due to convection (see fig. 2).
Any other form of heat removal is neglected and crystallization
effect on the process. The heat balance for the part wall surfaces
are given by
Inner surface,
𝑄𝑄𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = ℎ𝑝𝑝 (𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝 − 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 )

(1)

𝑄𝑄𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = ℎ𝑝𝑝 (𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝 − 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 )

(2)

Outer surface,

Fig. 2. Cooling of the part wall.

Since polymer characteristic is to shrink as a resultant of
heat loss to the surrounding environment, a simple shrinkage
model to simulate the warpage is to assume linear elastic
behavior. The polymer melt behavior approximated using
linear shrinkage formulation:
𝑇𝑇

𝜀𝜀 = ∫𝑇𝑇 𝑓𝑓 𝛼𝛼(𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝 ) 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑖𝑖

(3)

Where 𝛼𝛼(𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝 ) is the linear thermal expansion coefficient
(CTE) at temperature Tp. Tp is polymer temperature at a given
instant of time. These strains are introduced into the polymer
due to temperature gradient.
It is observed from the experimental trials that part wall near
the corner edges has comparatively more material, it is more
likely that it sticks to the mould even when part undergoes
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shrinkage. In this simulation analysis, these regions as shown
in fig. 3 are restricted to move but are free to rotate.
U1 = U2 = U3 = 0

(4)

Where U1, U2 & U3 are displacement in x, y and z
directions. All the nodes are set to same temperature which
correspond to the end of the heating stage.

mould there is creation of air gap between them. Information
about thermal conductivity of this gap has to be determined or
approximated. In this simulation study, part is assumed to be
freely hanging out in the space.
Left
surface

Edge surfaces fixed

Fig. 5. Warping of the part wall due to rapid external cooling.

Fig. 3. Fuel tank model with edge surfaces fixed.

3. Results and Discussion
The rotationally moulded fuel tank was used for obtaining
temperature data and the same are simulated using Abaqus.
Figure 4 shows cooling down of the molten polymer from
245oc to room temperature conditions using forced air cooling.
The experimental temperature data helped in finding out the
thermal coefficient values.

Two cases of air cooling scenarios are considered for
warpage simulation: a) external cooling dominating internal
cooling and b) internal cooling dominating external cooling. It
is acceptable among researchers [9-11] that warpage is
produced due to residual stresses and these thermally induced
residual stresses are introduced into the part mainly by transient
temperature gradient. Figures 5 & 6 shows warping of the fuel
tank part for the case of dominant external cooling. One of the
important observation is that left section of the part wall bend
or deform more as compared to other sections of the part
surface. The results shown in figure 6 & 7 are magnitude of
displacement of the surface nodes from its initial position on
left surfaces for respective above cases.

108oc

149oc

166oc

Fig. 6. Nodal displacement values along the horizontal direction (rapid
external cooling.
Fig. 4. C/S view of molten polymer stuck against mould wall during cooling
cycle (end of 4 minutes).

The cooling stage simulation has provided empirical
relationship of heat transfer coefficient value on either surfaces
of the polymer part. In the current work, mould is not
considered for the fact that once part wall moves away from the

Both the cases are shown here are after 10 minutes of
cooling. Increasing cooling rate increases higher temperature
gradient thus, inducing larger residual stresses in the part wall
thickness. Internal cooling is found to decrease cooling time
required as suggested by Tan et al. [12] but quality of the part
found to be poor. Figures 7 & 8 shows warpage in the part for
the case of internal cooling of the part.
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4. Conclusions
Left
surface

Fig. 7. Warping of the part wall due to rapid internal cooling.

Since air inside mould is cooling at faster rate than ambient
air surrounding mould, vacuum force is created at the core of
mould. This negative pressure is resulting in pulling action of
part wall towards center of the mould. The magnitude of heat
transfer coefficient values in case of (a) is order of 10:1 and
vice versa in case of (b). The magnitude of warpage in case of
rapid external cooling is higher than that of rapid internal
cooling. The graphs in figures 6 & 8 suggest displacement of
2.127 mm from its initial position and 2.006 mm in case of
external and internal cooling respectively.

The simulation results showed a large temperature gradient
through the thickness of the part is the reason for warpage
occurrence in rotationally moulded parts. Two different
scenarios of warpage formation are studied and the differences
in the magnitude of deformation are observed. This is the first
kind of attempt made to predict shrinkage and warpage by
simulation analysis and needs further study. The flat surfaces
are more likely to deform in contrast to the near edge surfaces
and corners. The temperature gradient across surfaces of the
part wall induces residual stresses which is the cause of
shrinkage and warpage. Rapid external cooling is observed to
produce more warpage in the part wall thickness in comparison
to the rapid internal cooling method.
Shrinkage in polymers is also contributed by the level of
crystallinity along with temperature gradient in the material.
The model is in the early stages of analysis and needs further
work. In future correspondence, the effect of crystallization in
polymers on warpage will be studied and results are going to
be communicated. Simulation results are not complete unless
validated by test trials. So, experimental data will be used to
validate simulation analysis results.
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Fig. 8. Nodal displacement values along the horizontal direction (rapid
internal cooling).

The useful information obtained about thermal coefficient
data helps in determining the rotomoulder by approximations
of possible consequences of cooling rate on the final quality of
the part. Mould design also can be greatly benefitted by using
these simulation data to optimize the design.
The rapid cooling is necessary for the wide application of
rotational moulding. However, imbalanced cooling rate leads
to residual stresses and thus, causing warpage in the part. A
balanced rapid cooling method could avoid large temperature
gradient through the thickness of the part and hence the
warpage.
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